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changing technologies such as the magnetic
storage drive, the lithium-ion battery and the
liquid crystal display, the country had, by
then, already let go of consumer electronics
manufacturing. Asia dominated.

Since the turn of the millennium, the off-
shoring trend has accelerated, thanks to China’s
entry into the World Trade Organization and
major investments in workforce and production
capacity by other Asian nations. U.S.-based
companies began to contract out both design
and product-development work. A 2015 study
by the consulting firms Strategy& and PwC
found that U.S. companies across sectors have
been moving R&D to China to be closer to pro-
duction, suppliers and engineering talent—not
just to reap lower costs and
more dynamic markets. An
estimated 50% of overseas-
backed R&D centers in China
have been established by
U.S. companies.

Innovation in manufac-
turing gravitates to where
the factories are. American
manufacturers have learned
that the applied research
and engineering necessary
to introduce new products,
enhance existing designs
and improve production
processes are best done
near the factories themselves. As more engi-
neering and design work has shifted to China,
many U.S. companies have a diminished capa-
bility to perform those tasks here.

Manufacturing matters—especially for a
high-tech economy. While it’s still possible to

argue that the offshoring of parts, assembly and final production has worked well
for multinational companies focused on quarterly earnings, it is increasingly clear
that offshoring has devastated the small and medium-size manufacturers that make
up the nation’s supply chains and geographically diverse industrial clusters. While
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be closer
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suppliers and
engineering
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I
n 1987, as the Reagan administra-
tion was nearing its end, the econo-
mists Stephen S. Cohen and John
Zysman issued a prophetic warning:
“If high-tech is to sustain a scale of
activity sufficient to matter to the
prosperity of our economy…Amer-
ica must control the production of
those high-tech products it invents
and designs.” Production, they con-
tinued, is “where the lion’s share of

the value added is realized.”
Amid the offshoring frenzy that began in

the late 1980s, this was heterodox thinking. In
many quarters, it still is. Even as trade ten-
sions with China have deepened, many U.S.
political and economic leaders continue to be-
lieve that offshoring is not only profitable but
also sound national economic strategy. Manu-
facturing in China is cheaper, quicker and
more flexible, they argue. With China’s net-
works of suppliers, engineers and production
experts growing larger and more sophisti-
cated, many believe that locating production
there is a better bet in terms of quality and
efficiency. Instead of manufacturing domesti-
cally, the thinking goes, U.S. firms should fo-
cus on higher-value work: “innovate here,
manufacture there.”

Today many Americans are rightly ques-
tioning this perspective. From the White
House to Congress, from union halls to uni-
versity laboratories, there is a growing recog-
nition that we can no longer afford the out-
sourcing paradigm. Once manufacturing
departs from a country’s shores, engineering
and production know-how leave as well, and
innovation ultimately follows. It’s become in-
creasingly clear that “manufacture there” now also means “innovate there.”

What’s the solution? It’s time for the U.S. to adopt an industrial policy for the cen-
tury ahead—not a throwback to old ideas of state planning but a program for helping
Americans to compete with foreign manufacturers and maintain our ever more pre-
carious edge in innovation.

Consider the results of the original offshoring craze of the 1960s, which centered
on consumer electronics. The development of modern transistors, the establishment
of standardized shipping containers and the creation of inexpensive assembly lines
in East Asia cut costs for consumers and created huge markets for televisions and
radios; it also catalyzed the Asian manufacturing miracle. Though American federal
research investments in the decades that followed enabled the invention of game-
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has destroyed our manufacturing base
and our capacity to develop

new products and processes. It’s time
for a national industrial policy.

By Sridhar Kota and TomMahoney
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The GOPHas Three
Defenses of Trump.
Only One Really Works.

He did it
and

shouldn’t
have.
But it
should
be left to
the

voters to
decide.

THERE WAS AN ODDLY incon-
gruous quality to the start of
the public impeachment hear-
ings of President Donald Trump
this week. The event was
treated by the media like a cross
between a state funeral and an
election night—all pomp and
circumstance, hours and hours
of live coverage, punctuated by
sonorous pronouncements from
the high priests of the networks.
You know it’s a moment of true
national gravity when “The
View” gets bumped for a con-
gressional committee hearing.

But as you watched it, the re-
alization hit quite quickly that
the substance didn’t really
match the form. For all the talk
of grave constitutional process,
we all know how this drama
ends. It’s like watching profes-
sional wrestling, with a lot of
angry confrontation and rhetori-
cal rolling around the canvas.
But if Mr. Trump is not im-
peached in the House and then
acquitted in the Senate, some-
thing will have gone very badly
awry with the promoters’ plans.

That doesn’t mean the per-

formance is without its mer-
its—or consequences. The tiny
sliver of undecided voters may
watch what happens and listen
to the arguments. Even hard-
core Republican and Demo-
cratic partisans may be differ-
entially motivated by the
strength of the cases made.

The Democrats have at least
united around a simple prosecu-
torial proposition: The president
abused his office by extorting a
weak foreign leader, improperly
demanding his assistance in Mr.
Trump’s re-election campaign
while withholding congressio-
nally mandated military aid to
an embattled country.

As we saw this week, Repub-
licans are still shuttling between
three defenses:

1. There was no quid pro quo.
2. There was a quid pro quo,

but, you know, whatever: Presi-
dents do this all the time.

3. There was a quid pro quo;
it was wrong. But are you going
to remove a duly elected presi-
dent over this just ahead of an
election?

The first argument has some

called the Mulvaney Defense. (If
it works, it will deserve to be
memorialized like one of the
great chess moves: “He came at
me with the Ruy Lopez, but I
crushed him with the Mulvaney
Defense.”) As you’ll recall, act-
ing White House chief of staff
Mick Mulvaney famously said,
in a rare moment of pellucid
candor: “We do that all the
time…. I have news for every-
body: Get over it.”

There’s some truth to this
too. It is a polite fiction that in
office, presidents conduct for-
eign policy like platonic rulers
with no attention to their do-
mestic political needs. In fact,
presidents bend foreign policy to
baser objectives all the time.
Cynics would point back to the
moment when Bill Clinton’s do-
mestic tail—forgive the imag-
ery—seemed to wag the na-

tional-security dog as he fired
missiles at a Sudanese baby milk
factory amid the scandal that led
to his own impeachment.

But something is different
here. Demanding that a foreign
government investigate your do-
mestic opponent crosses a
pretty bright line of propriety.

Which leaves the third Re-
publican defense: He did it. He
shouldn’t have. But impeach-
ment isn’t the right remedy.

Here, presidential intent
works in Mr. Trump’s favor. It
might be eccentric and self-
serving, but is there a single
person who doesn’t think that
he really believes that some
conspiracy orchestrated against
him in 2016 ran through Kyiv?
Mr. Trump has given every indi-
cation for the past three years
that he sees himself as the vic-
tim of a plot by corrupt ele-
ments in Ukraine to defeat or
discredit him.

Whatever the truth, if you
believe he actually thought that,
then you would not only be im-
peaching him, you’d be impeach-
ing his judgment. A Congress
second-guessing executive deci-
sions, even when they’re based
on flawed and quixotic prem-
ises, opens up a whole new box
of horrors for future presidents.

And with an election less
than a year away, isn’t the ballot
box a better place to try a presi-
dent’s questionable judgment? CH
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merit but probably fails at the
hurdle of presidential intent.
Rep. Elise Stefanik (R., N.Y.) put
it at its simplest this week when
she said there cannot have been
a quid pro quo because Ukraine
got the aid that had supposedly
been withheld and didn’t launch
an investigation of the Bidens.

This is true but not exactly a
rousing defense of the com-
mander in chief. If I order a hit
job on an enemy and the hit
man gets distracted on the way
to the rubout, I am not techni-
cally guilty of being an acces-
sory to murder, but you aren’t
going to say I did nothing
wrong. There was at least an in-
tended quid pro quo.

The second line might be

Reps. Will Hurd, Elise Stefanik
and Jim Jordan at the Nov. 13
impeachment hearing.
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the share of such companies in the total popula-
tion of U.S. manufacturers has risen, their absolute
numbers have dropped by nearly 100,000 since the
1990s and by 40,000 just in the last decade. Num-
bers have even fallen in relatively high-technology
industries such as computers, electronics, electri-
cal equipment and machinery.

The loss of America’s industrial commons—the
ecosystem of engineering skills, production know-
how and comprehensive supply chains—has not
just devastated industrial areas. It has also under-
mined a core responsibility of government: provid-
ing for national defense. Recent Pentagon analyses
of the defense industrial base have identified spe-
cific risks to weapons production, including fragile
domestic suppliers, dependence on imports, coun-
terfeit parts and material shortages. Meanwhile,
despite tariffs, manufacturing imports continue to set records, espe-
cially in advanced technology products. Dependence on imports has
virtually eliminated the nation’s ability to manufacture large flat-
screen displays, smartphones, many advanced materials and pack-
aged semiconductors. The U.S. now lacks the capacity to manufacture
many next-generation and emerging technologies.

This is to say nothing of the human suffering and sociopolitical
upheaval that have resulted from the hollowing out of entire regional
economies. Once vibrant communities in the so-called Rust Belt have
lost population and income as large factories and their many sup-
porting suppliers have closed. The shuttering last March of the GM
plant in Lordstown, Ohio—resulting in the loss of some 1,400 high-
paying manufacturing jobs—is just the latest example. It joins a list
that includes most of the long-established furniture industry in North
Carolina, large steel mills in places like Bethlehem, Penn., and Weir-
ton, W.Va., and the machine tool industry that once clustered around
Cincinnati. Real wages across the country have been stagnant for de-
cades, and though the causes are debatable, the loss of manufactur-
ing jobs and the dramatic decline in manufacturing productivity
growth have certainly played major roles.

In terms of long-term competitiveness, the biggest strategic conse-
quence of this profound decline in American manufacturing might be
the loss of our ability to innovate—that is, to translate inventions into
production. We have lost much of our capacity to physically build what
results from our world-leading investments in research and develop-
ment. A study of 150 production-related hardware startups that
emerged from research at MIT found that most of them scaled up pro-
duction offshore to get access to production capabilities, suppliers and
lead customers. As for foreign multinationals, many participate in fed-
erally funded university research centers and then use what they learn
in their factories abroad. LG, Sharp and Auo, for example, were part-
ners in the flexible display research center at Arizona State University
funded by the U.S. Army, but they do not manufacture displays here.

Continuedfromthepriorpage

To Innovate,
The U.S. Must
Make Things

The slow destruction of the U.S. industrial eco-
system is a clear case of market failure, and the
government has an important role to play in reme-
dying it. Thanks to continued federal funding in
the sciences, the U.S. is still the best in the world
in groundbreaking scientific discoveries and inven-
tions. But the federal government must do more
than invest in basic research; it must also fill the

innovation deficit by creating a new infrastructure for R&D in engi-
neering and manufacturing.

The American government invests about $150 billion annually in sci-
ence and technology, significantly more than other advanced industrial
nations. Yet relatively little of this is devoted to the translational R&D
in engineering and manufacturing needed to turn basic
research results into successful commercial products.
Germany, Japan and South Korea spend three to six
times as much as the U.S. on industrial and production
technologies. These three advanced nations have high
wages and strict regulations, and their energy costs and
levels of automation are higher than in the U.S. Even so,
they have maintained strong manufacturing sectors and
weathered China’s rise far better than the U.S.

Historically, American companies have performed
this essential translational research, but in the past
two decades of cost cutting to maximize quarterly
earnings, corporate R&D labs have been reduced or
eliminated. Corporate R&D labs at GE, IBM, Xerox,
AT&T and other industrial giants invented new products and produc-
tion processes, ranging from semiconductors and lasers to MRI ma-
chines and industrial robots. In too many industries, this transla-
tional R&D capability has been lost, or at least seriously downsized,
and the U.S. has lost its leadership position.

Aerospace is the main counter example, where the U.S. continues to
lead in advanced technology. It is the last major
industry that has maintained a strong trade sur-
plus. Not surprisingly, it is also more dependent
on government customers—mostly the Depart-
ment of Defense—and the beneficiary of sub-
stantial government R&D investments in basic
and translational research. Though few would
call it such, this amounts to a successful indus-
trial policy to support an industry deemed criti-
cal to national defense. It’s an example that
needs to be replicated.

Unless something is done, the weak U.S. in-
dustrial commons will continue to create in-
centives for American companies to manufac-
ture offshore, innovate offshore and weaken
national competitiveness. A strategic and coor-
dinated national effort is needed that moves
beyond tax and trade policy, which, so far at
least, has not resulted in an American manu-
facturing resurgence.

This national effort—call it Industrial Policy
2.0—should focus on ensuring that hardware in-
novations are manufactured in this country. The
idea is not to recover lost industries but to re-
build lost capabilities. The U.S. needs to leverage
its dominance in science and technology to cre-

ate future industries, to provide
us with first-mover advantages
and reclaim American leadership
in manufacturing.

The first step would be to
create a new federal agency re-
sponsible for the health of U.S.
manufacturing. A number of
agencies currently have manu-
facturing-related programs, but
there is little or no coordination
or strategy. Defense alone can-
not solve this challenge because
defense procurement needs are
dwarfed by commercial markets,
and defense-specific technolo-
gies may have few commercial
applications.

A new agency is needed to
signal new priorities. This Na-
tional Manufacturing Founda-
tion, as it could be called, would
be a cabinet-level agency fo-
cused on rebuilding America’s
industrial commons and trans-
lating our scientific knowledge
into new products and pro-

cesses. What policies might it promote?
n To maximize the wealth and jobs created from

our national R&D investments, the results must be
manufactured in the U.S. Any licensee of federally
funded research results should be required to man-
ufacture at least 75% of the value added in this
country, with no exceptions and no waivers.
n An additional 5% of the federal science and

technology budget should be invested in engineering
and manufacturing R&D and process technologies.
This includes creating translational research centers
as innovation hubs around the country. Affiliated
with major research universities and institutions,

these centers would take promising
basic research results and perform
the translational R&D necessary to
demonstrate the viability of large-
scale commercial production.
n Developing hardware typically

requires more resources and time
than developing software. Public-pri-
vate partnerships could provide the
needed patient capital. State-level
programs in Massachusetts, Georgia
and other states already provide en-
couraging examples. The South Caro-
lina Research Authority, for example,

provides grants, loans and direct investments to a
portfolio of companies, roughly 40% of which are
manufacturers. Leveraging defense procurement and
other federal spending would help too, as would the
targeted use of Small Business Administration loans.
n Restoring innovation in domestic manufac-

turing will require much greater investments in
human capital. The country needs significantly
more graduate fellowships in engineering for qual-
ified domestic students and many more four-year
engineering technology programs that focus on ap-
plication and implementation rather than concepts
and theory. American multinationals need to do
their part by revamping internship and apprentice-
ship programs to fill the skills gap.

Industrial Policy 2.0 would not be the industrial
policy discussed and often criticized in past de-
cades. It would not pick winners and losers but
would keep other countries from taking advantage
of our winners; it would make sure that the U.S.,
not its economic rivals, benefits from American
know-how. The goal would be to maximize innova-
tion in hardware technologies and, in doing so, to
create high-value products, well-paying jobs, na-
tional wealth and national security.

Such steps are essential to generating a strong
return on the U.S. taxpayer’s enormous invest-
ments in science and technology. For too long
Americans have suffered from the self-inflicted
wound of hollowing out our industrial capacity.
Other countries have moved quickly to take our
place. It’s time for the U.S. to act. CA
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Wehave lost
the capacity
to build
much of

what results
fromour
investment
in R&D.

Share of total R&D spent on industrial
production and technology, 2015

*four-year rolling average
Sources: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (R&D); U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (productivity)
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